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DISCLAIMER
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The contents of this presentation have not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) ("FSMA"). Reliance on the
contents of this presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested.

This presentation has been produced by C4X Discovery Holdings plc (the “Company” or “C4X”) and has not been, and will not be, reviewed or approved by the Financial Conduct Authority of the United
Kingdom (“FCA”), London Stock Exchange plc ("LSE"), or any other authority or regulatory body.

This presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy any securities in the United States or elsewhere nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be
relied on in connection with any contract or commitment to purchase securities. Securities may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an exemption from registration under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”).

This presentation is only addressed to and is only directed at persons in member states of the European Economic Area (the “EEA”) who are “qualified investors” within the meaning of Article 2(1)(e) of the
Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC and amendments thereto, including Directive 2010/73/EU, to the extent implemented in the relevant member state of the EEA) and any implementing measure in
each relevant member state of the EEA (“Qualified Investors”). In the United Kingdom, this presentation is only directed to those persons who (i) have professional experience in matters relating to
investments who fall within the definition of “investment professionals” in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “FPO”) or (ii) fall
within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the FPO (all such persons being together referred to as “Relevant Persons”). This presentation must not be acted on or relied upon (a) in the United Kingdom, by persons who
are not Relevant Persons, and (b) in any member state of the EEA, by persons who are not Qualified Investors. Any investment or investment activity to which this presentation relates is available only to (i)
in the United Kingdom, Relevant Persons and (ii) in any member state of the EEA other than the United Kingdom, Qualified Investors, and will be engaged in only with such persons. Solicitations resulting
from this presentation will only be responded to if the person concerned is, (i) in the United Kingdom, a Relevant Person, and (ii) in any member state of the EEA other than the United Kingdom, a Qualified
Investor.

Neither this presentation nor any part of it, nor the fact of its distribution, shall form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or investment decision in relation to the Company or any
other entity.

No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of C4X or any its respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents or advisers or
any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or
opinions or for any errors, omissions, misstatements or for any other communication written or otherwise. No statement in the presentation is intended to be, nor should be construed, as a profit forecast.
Neither the Company nor its directors will be obliged to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this presentation with additional information or to correct any
inaccuracies which may become apparent. The information and opinions contained in this presentation are provided as at the date of this presentation and are subject to change without notice. The
contents of this presentation have not been independently verified.

The contents of this presentation are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any
purpose. If this document has been received in error, it must be returned immediately to the Company. This presentation and the information contained herein regarding the Company are strictly
confidential and are being shown to you solely for your information. The information may not be reproduced, distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. By receiving
this presentation, you become bound by the above-referred confidentiality obligation. Failure to comply with such confidentiality obligation may result in civil, administrative or criminal liabilities.

Certain statements included herein express C4X’s expectations or estimates of future performance and constitute “Forward-looking Statements”. Forward-looking Statements are necessarily based upon a
number of estimates and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by C4X are inherently subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies. Such Forward-
looking Statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual financial results, performance or achievements to be materially different from estimated
future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by those Forward-looking Statements and, as such, the Forward-looking Statements are not guarantees of future performance. C4X
expressly disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any Forward-looking Statements whether as a result of new information, events or otherwise. No person is authorised to give any
information or to make any representation other than as contained in this presentation and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorised by the
Company.

The foregoing applies to this presentation, any oral presentation of the information in this document by any person on behalf of the Company and any question-and-answer session that follows any such oral
presentation (collectively, the "Information"). By accepting this presentation, you agree to be bound by the foregoing instructions and limitations in respect of the Information.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C4X DISCOVERY (C4XD) AIMS TO ADDRESS INDUSTRY’S BIGGEST CHALLENGES

• The pharmaceutical industry continues to increase investment into external / partnered earlier stage drug discovery

• C4XD’s discovery engine can identify promising disease targets and solve chemistry challenges to generate attractive pre-clinical programmes

• C4XD’s capabilities combined with its track record and near-term revenue generating opportunities position it to address this industry demand

NEAR-TERM REVENUE EXPECTED TO BE REALISED THROUGH PROVEN DEAL ROUTES AND INVESTMENT IN THE HIGHEST PROFILE DISEASE AREAS AND

TARGETS

• C4XD completed an out-licensing deal for its Orexin-1 antagonist pre-clinical programme with Indivior ($294m in potential revenue) and is aiming 
to build on this with further revenue-generating deals

• C4XD’s Taxonomy3® platform has been shown to access novel, high-value discovery targets, as demonstrated by the Parkinson’s Disease findings

• Conformetrix-driven breakthroughs to novel chemical space proven through the Orexin-1 antagonist programme and the acceleration of 
discovery across the near-term revenue portfolio

THE TECHNOLOGIES OWNED BY C4XD HAVE A TRACK RECORD OF GENERATING HIGH-VALUE PARTNERING PROPOSITIONS

1

2

3

STRENGTHENED PORTFOLIO WITH INCREASED POTENTIAL FOR NEAR-TERM REVENUE GENERATING DEALS
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Financial Highlights (including post-period end)

• Successful fundraising of £17.7 million (before expenses) in two tranches

• Increase in investment in R&D, focused in delivering the next wave of deal opportunities

• Modest increase in administrative expenses reflects increased commercial activity

4

FINANCIAL SUMMARY: 12 MONTHS ENDED 31st JUL 2019

Twelve months to
31 July 2018

Twelve months to
31 July 2019

Revenue £ 7.1m £ nil

Investment in R&D £ 7.0m £ 10.6m

Administrative expenses £ 2.6m £ 3.0m

Net Loss after taxation £ 1.1m £ 10.9m

Cash and equivalents £ 5.6m £ 2.4m
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A YEAR OF GROWTH

C4XD HAS FOCUSED ON REACHING KEY SCIENTIFIC MILESTONES AND ACCESSING CUTTING-EDGE CAPABILITIES THROUGH NEW PARTNERS

OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS

2018-19

2018 2019 Post-period end

September
Stage two of 
4Sight, C4XD’s 
virtual design 
tool, initiated

November
High-value inflammation / oncology target

Assessment of innovative AI technology for a target 
in neurodegeneration

Taxonomy3® analysis of Ulcerative Colitis dataset 
initiated

April
NRF-2 partnering 
process announced

May

Lead oncology asset hit-
to-lead ready

September
One lead target identified

Robin Carr appointed as discovery advisor

NIH HEAL grant for C4X_3256

December
Initiation of synthetic lethal collaboration

Additional novel biological pathways in 
Parkinson’s Disease identified

June

Parkinson’s Disease 
target discovery 
and validation 
collaboration

October
Announced NRF-2 
candidate 
nomination studies 
underway with 
candidate selection 
expected Q1 2020

July

Parkinson’s Disease 
clinical phenotype 
genetic dataset 
assessed
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C4XD HAS PROACTIVELY EXPANDED ITS PARTNERSHIP NETWORK TO ACCESS STATE-OF-THE-ART CAPABILITIES AND LEADING EXPERTISE IN

ORDER TO DRIVE FORWARD ITS DISCOVERY PORTFOLIO

OUR DRUG DISCOVERY ENGINE

Commercial partnership 
programmes

OX-1

NRF-2 Negotiations ongoing

Strategic partnershipsStrategic partnerships

Target Selection Drug Discovery Out-Licensing
Taxonomy3®

Collaborator-derived
Literature

Conformetrix
4Sight

Single-asset
Multi-asset
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REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES IN DRUG DISCOVERY

ASSET OUT-
LICENSING

REVENUE-
GENERATING

R&D 
PARTNERSHIP

Internal investment

1. Dependent on partnering environment in the disease area of interest
2. In-house initiation of analysis may incentivise a higher upfront payment in certain situations
3. SCD = Sickle Cell Disease, PAH = Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Partner investment
(e.g. fee for activity / success payments)

Royalties
Milestone 
payments

Potential to execute deal with 
lower internal investment1

Upfront

Potential to capture 
higher exclusivity fee2

C4XD AIMS TO CAPTURE REVENUE IN THERAPY AREAS WITH HIGH UNMET NEED

Milestone 
(e.g. option payment)

Opportunity to negotiate out-
licensing deal

ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY

Upfront 
(e.g. exclusivity fee)

POTENTIAL NEW 
COMMERCIAL DEALS

NRF-2 activator
(SCD / PAH)3

IL-17 inhibitor
(Psoriasis)

LifeArc
(Inflammation/Oncology)

Taxonomy3®
(New disease area)

Taxonomy3®
(Parkinson’s Disease)

Horizon
(Synthetic lethal oncology)

TARGET

BIOLOGY

DISCOVERY

CHEMISTRY

DISCOVERY

CLINICAL

TRIALS

PRODUCT

LAUNCH
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ORAL NRF-2 ACTIVATOR PROGRAMME

OUT-LICENSING DISCUSSIONS WITH PARTNERS HAVE PROVIDED IMPORTANT FEEDBACK ON THE POTENTIAL OF NRF-2 ACTIVATORS IN SCD 

AND PAH

1. Based on comparison of C4XD scaffold structure with published molecules from GSK and other competitors

• C4XD’s lead NRF-2 activator series enabled early initiation of partnering discussions

• Conformetrix-driven breakthrough to novel chemical space, differentiated from GSK1 and competitors

• Successful partner MTA studies demonstrated efficacy of compounds in disease-relevant models

• SCD model studies produced novel, compelling data for the use of NRF-2 activation

PARTNERING

DISCUSSIONS SO FAR

CONFIRM THE

POTENTIAL VALUE OF

C4XD’S PROGRAMME

A COMPETITIVE OUT-
LICENSING PROCESS

WILL FOCUS ON

SCD & PAH

• A disease-focussed partnering process aims to:

• Drive greater interest from partners in the programme

• De-risk the partnering process, removing the requirement for go/no-go MTA studies

CANDIDATE NOMINATION STUDIES ARE CURRENTLY UNDERWAY WITH CANDIDATE SELECTION ANTICIPATED FOR Q1 2020
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FURTHER ADVANCED SMALL MOLECULE PROGRAMMES

FURTHER DRUG DISCOVERY PROGRAMMES ARE ADVANCING TOWARDS PARTNERING

• Novel approach to blocking IL-17 activity using small molecule inhibitors administered orally as 
compared to marketed competitor injectable biological therapy

• Oral small molecules are challenging1 but Conformetrix has driven the identification of small molecules 
that can selectively block IL-17 activity whilst keeping molecular size in the traditional “drug-like” range

• Development of new oral treatments is highly desirable as they can be more easily administered 
and patients prefer pills to an injection, increasing the number of patients who can access drugs 
targeting this mechanism

IL-17

Inflammation

• Partnership launched December 2018 to combine LifeArc’s biology expertise with C4XD’s chemistry 
insights

• Breakthrough made by Conformetrix in identifying design strategies based on several novel 
scaffolds with improved solubility

• In initial studies, multiple hit compounds have progressed with the aim of generating a 
lead series with in vivo activity for oncology and inflammatory indications by Q2 2020

Inflammation/
Oncology

1. There are currently no specific oral small molecule IL-17 antagonists beyond the Preclinical stage listed in Cortellis Clarivate Analytics as of 10th December 2019
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PURSUING REVENUE-GENERATING PARTNERSHIPS VIA TAXONOMY3®

C4XD’S TAXONOMY3® ANALYSIS HAS UNCOVERED NOVEL DRUG DISCOVERY TARGETS IN HIGH-VALUE DISEASES

NEAR-TERM REVENUE GENERATING R&D PARTNERSHIPS WILL AIM TO FOCUS ON PARKINSON’S DISEASE DATA

DISEASE AREAS ANALYSED BY TAXONOMY3®

Rheumatoid Arthritis Parkinson’s Disease Alzheimer’s Disease Ulcerative Colitis

PARKINSON’S DISEASE INITIAL FINDINGS

98

67 114
2

Group A

Group C

Group B

• Key Taxonomy3® genes are predicted to drive 
sub-groups

• Pursuing genetic targets associated with PD is 
expected to double the probability of success1

Group A Group B Group C Early evidence of 
potential for small 

molecule 
intervention

Initiation of 
PhoreMost

strategic alliance 
to prioritise 
targets by 

biological effect 
and druggability

1. “The support of human genetic evidence for approved drug indications”; Nature Genetics 47 856-860; Nelson et al.; 2015
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PERFORMED IN STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP PERFORMED IN COMMERCIAL PARTNERSHIP
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SYNTHETIC LETHALITY1 ONCOLOGY PARTNERSHIP WITH HORIZON

C4XD HAS PARTNERED WITH HORIZON DISCOVERY TO VALIDATE NOVEL CRISPR-IDENTIFIED SYNTHETIC LETHAL ONCOLOGY TARGETS AND

IS PROGRESSING TARGETS TOWARDS DISCOVERY PROGRAMMES

1. The term “synthetic lethality” was originally coined by geneticists in the 1940s to describe the process where mutations in two different genes together resulted in cell death but independently 
did not affect viability.  In cancer, targeting inhibition of the critical DNA repair pathway has the potential to cause tumour cells with specific mutations (e.g. KRAS and p53) to self-destruct.

CRISPR SCREEN FOR

SYNTHETIC LETHAL

TARGETS1

TARGET

VALIDATION

DRUG DISCOVERY

PROGRAMME

INITIATION

PRECLINICAL

CANDIDATE
CLINICAL TRIALS

Exclusive option rights 
to c.20 novel synthetic 

lethal targets

Lead target nearing 
progression into C4XD 

drug discovery 
programme

Validation studies 
ongoing for ~10 targets

Opportunity in two 
cancers with high 

unmet need
(lung and colon)
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SUMMARY

STRENGTHENED PORTFOLIO WITH INCREASED POTENTIAL FOR NEAR-TERM REVENUE GENERATING DEALS

SUCCESSFUL 2019 FUNDRAISING OF £7.6M ENABLES CONTINUED R&D INVESTMENT

IN THE NEXT WAVE OF OUT-LICENSING OPPORTUNITIES:

DRIVE OUT-LICENSING PROCESS FOR NRF-2 ACTIVATOR IN SICKLE CELL DISEASE OR PAH

ADVANCE IL-17 AND LIFEARC DRUG DISCOVERY PROGRAMMES TOWARDS PARTNERING PROCESS

LEVERAGE EXISTING PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND DISCOVERY PORTFOLIO

PURSUE REVENUE-GENERATING PARTNERSHIPS VIA TAXONOMY3®

1

2

3

4
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ESTABLISHING THE BUSINESS MODEL

C4XD HAS BUILT A HIGHLY COLLABORATIVE DRUG DISCOVERY ENGINE AS PROVEN BY THE OUT-LICENSING OF ITS OREXIN-1 ANTAGONIST

PROGRAMME

KEY COMPONENTS OF BUSINESS MODEL

Business model and strategy

Virtual R&D model

Therapeutic areas of focus

In-house drug discovery expertise

Commercial track record 

Technology-driven discovery

Build a proprietary pre-clinical portfolio

AIM-listed, preclinical drug discovery engine

Supported by extensive partner network

Oncology, Neurodegeneration, Inflammation

Strengths in biology and chemistry

Out-licensing deals,
Risk-share partnerships,

Discovery alliances

Novel and precedented target programmes via
Taxonomy3® and Conformetrix

11 drug discovery programmes,
Multiple early-stage target assessments

(Taxonomy3®, Horizon collaboration)
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PROGRESS ON C4XD’S OUT-LICENSED OREXIN-1 PROGRAMME

INDIVIOR HAS RECEIVED NIH FUNDING TO TAKE C4X_3256 INTO THE CLINIC WITH ITS CHOSEN CLINICAL RESEARCH PARTNER

ALTASCIENCES

FUNDING SECURED1 CLINICAL TRIAL PARTNER ENGAGED1

1. Press releases published at www.c4xdsicovery.com
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MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

AS AT 6 JANUARY 2020

1. Based on C4XD shareholder information available at www.c4xdiscovery.com

C4XD MAJOR SHAREHOLDER REGISTER1

Aquarius Equity Partners

10.1%Polar Capital

9.2%

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management

8.6%Calculus Capital

6.9%

Baillie Gifford & Co.

6.9%

Legal & General Investment Management

6.0%

Herald Investment Management

5.7%

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management

4.5%

Octopus Investments

3.6%

AIM securities in issue: 57,792,636 (no shares held in Treasury)
The percentage of AIM securities not in public hands is 24.2%
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